PRODUCT

Sakrete Polyurethane Construction Adhesive can be used with a variety of surface types where a superior adhesive material is required.

- For use with concrete, stone, brick, wood, roof tiles, ceramic tiles and metal work
- A one component adhesive with superior bonding capability
- Can be used to fill cracks in concrete

Common uses for Polyurethane Construction Adhesive:
- Block, brick, paver or stone stacking projects - (nonstructural)
- Bond cap stones to patio walls
- Bond sub floors in place
- Bond wall niches in place

APPLICATION

Always wear gloves when applying polyurethane-based repair material.

Cut the tip of the tube to the desired bead size of material needed.

Insert the tube into a caulk gun.

Apply the Polyurethane Construction Adhesive in a zigzag pattern.

Press the items you are working with firmly together to ensure good contact with the Polyurethane Construction Adhesive.

Allow the Polyurethane Construction Adhesive to set for 24 hours.

NOTE: For complete product information, please refer to product data sheet.